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Collier’s 1921 - Hawaii
Surfing Waikiki

Surfing begain in Polynesia where the first
wooden surfboards were created. However,
it was the ancient hawaiian culture that
incorporated suring into their way of life
rather than just a simple sporting pastime.
Their culture places an important value on
respecting each other and mother nature, its
these values that we cherish.
I believe this is essential because we care about
preserving our planet, the finite
balance
we have with nature and
the materials that we play
with.
Since the early days
of kite surfing we have
seen remarkable
advances in the

Why do we hand craft custom wooden boards today?
equipment, the safety factors and the ease
of access to our exhilarating sport. Today we
can ride in the very lightest of winds, therefore
I believe it is a key objective to provide ECO
friendly, high performance boards that are
easy to use and perform in the most rigorous
of conditions.
This is why we specialise in crafting unique
hand made wooden boards that are made from
100% locally sourced materials.

Each Wooden-Stuff board is meticulously
shaped using Paulownia Tormentosa, a
hydrophobic, mechanically strong lightweight
wood, linen, glass-fiber and green resins.
Our boards are ECO friendly, lightweight,
incredibly easy to ride, comfortable in use and
of course by default they have a very refined
pedagree.

Circa 1850’s
Alaia surfer Polynesia.
ORDER YOUR KILAIA NOW : +33 6 10 99 85 28

WHAT IS A KILAIA ?

In essence it’s a beautiful wooden plank!
Somewhere between 2.45m in length and 0.5m
wide, an offspring of the Alaia; the original flat surf
board of the Pacific. However, whilst the Alaia is
a board designed to be pushed by the waves the
Kilaia has been developed to be pulled by a traction
kite. Kite-Alaia = Ki-laia
What constitutes a good Kilaia?
The Kilaia has some distinct advantages over
shorter boards because you can start riding it as
soon as your biggest kite will stay in the air, it’s
strapless and as a result you quickly learn how to
move around your board to facilitate manoeuvres.
You only need 10cm of water to start riding and if
the wind drops, the length of the board allows you
to ride through the lulls with relative ease.
It points up-wind better than a twin-tip or directional
and within the first hour of riding, the average kitesurfer can be hacking around, with a big banana

smile as it really is incredibly simple to
use. You can ride waves up to shoulder
height and its length is not an inhibitor;
it works in winds up to force 5 to 7
but at this point you opt for a Wooden
Wave Warrior.

simple, super dangerous and we had a limited
choice of equipment. Today, thankfully our sport
is in continual evolution and personally I think that
the Kilaia will find its place for a large number of
kite surfers around the world based purely upon its
simplicity & beauty.

One could argue that it’s length is quite long but
for those of us that migrated from the world of
windsurfing, 2,4m is in all honesty a relatively short
board.

Once we start crafting your Kilaia you embark upon
an eco-journey of owning a beautiful work of art
that has its roots firmly encrusted in the pure origins
of surfing.

Long by comparison to what?
Compared to a surf long-board it is in fact shorter
and certainly thinner. I recall back pre 2000 the idea
of riding short wake boards, hyper-lit, shouted from
the heavens to numerous riders. It was evident
at this time that compact equipment; boosting
massive jumps for what seemed like forever, was a
key factor that turned
many of us over to the
dark side of the kite
world.

Wooden-Stuff
was
born
out
of
a
passion for the noble material of wood.
Don’t get me wrong, we appreciate hi-tec
composites but wood is natural, it’s ECO, it’s
beautiful and I guess some people are just drawn
to it. Why? Well, just because of because; because
for us wood’z good.

We use a combination of original hand-craft
techniques, SolidWorks 3D design software, 5-AXIS
CNC machine technology, cutting edge composites,
combined with metallisation techniques that you
will not find anywhere else on the planet. And yes,
we can incorporate precious metal inlays into your
boards!
If you can dream it, then we can produce it... We
have the ability to build unique extra ordinary
wooden surf boards & obviously we feel privileged
to share this service with you.

Today?
If
we
consider
the kite foil, that’s
cumbersome and a
long way from being
compact;
wading
out until you have
sufficient depth to
get up on the foil –
this can be a huge
disadvantage.
Kite surfing in the
early
days
was
ORDER YOUR KILAIA NOW : info@wooden-stuff.com

KILAIA
BEAT220
Dimensions:
220 x 46 x 1,8cm
Finish: Gloss

KILAIA
BUZZ 235
Dimensions:
235 x 46 x 2cm
Finish: Gloss

Fins: Twin G10

Fin: Single G10

2 Fins included

1 Fin included

Rider: All
Mode:
Light to strong wind
Free-ride Cruising

Rider: All
Mode:
Light to strong wind
Free-ride Cruising

KILAIA
WAVE
WARRIOR
Dimensions:
190 x 49 x 1,9cm
Finish: Gloss
Fins: 4 x G10
4 Fins included
Rider: All
Mode:
Mid/stong wind

Our boards are custom made to your specific
requirements. The manufacturing process is
usually 4 weeks but can vary depending uon
the time of year. (we’ll keep you posted...)
Every Kilaia is unique therefore we are obliged
to respect specific processing times. Each
board is meticulously crafted using traditional
methods applicable to your chosen materials.
PRICING From : 1250.00 €*
If you can imagine it, we have the technology
to produce it.
Call us on: +33 (0)6 10 99 85 28
to discuss your requirements.

Orientation Wave
Waves: to 3m
Board Bags
available on request

ORDER YOUR KILAIA NOW : +33 6 10 99 85 28

*All prices exclusive of delivery.

ACCESSORYITEMS

CUSTOMOPTIONS
KILAIAFins

Shape
Length up to 248cm
Fin configuration : 1 thru 5
Wooden marquetry
Bespoke Metallised logo
Hi Gloss, Satin or Mat finishes

Rock solid fins
that stand up to the
rigorous use of being
ground into sand and
the beach.
20,00 €*
G10 Fin Lge
80mm

NONSLIPVinyl

Metallisation:
The application of metallic finishes/logos is
a unique option reserved for the discerning
customer who wants to stand out from the
crowd - it looks a million dollars and there are
various options that we can develop specifically
for you.

15,0 €*
G10 Fin Sml
45 & 25mm

Transparent non-slip
vinyl grip that works.
Self adhesive viny
sold by pack or
linear metre.

This is a very unique metallisation option
and we are the only
board manufacturing
company in the world
able to offer this
service.

35,00 €*
KILAIA shaped
Deck-Packs
2 Bands x 1,5m
10,00 €*
Per linear metre
170mm wide
ORDER YOUR KILAIA NOW : info@wooden-stuff.com

CHRISMiddleton
I’ve been kitesurfing since the birth of our sport.
An original founder member of the British Kite
Surf Association - my passion is as strong
today as it was the very first time I discovered
the Wipi two line kite @ Hookipa Beach Park,
on Maui back in early ‘98.
I’m fascinated by beautiful things, natural
materials and being based in Montpellier for
the last 14yrs; I’ve had the privilege to play an
active role in the development of kite-foiling and
more recently the birth of the Kilaia fraternity.

It’s twenty years since I started kitesurfing and
as I’ve grown older I’d like to believe that I’ve
become a little wiser. I now reflect a great deal
more about what I can do to help preserve our
planet. My approach is based upon producing
alternative, quality products that work
impeccably. Each board being a beautiful work
of art plus we’re making a small contribution to
reducing the global toxic footprint. Every little
bit helps...
Since I began developing the Kilaia it has seen
a number of different formats. You don’t just
have an idea and BINGO it’s perfect - if only it
was that simple. Resourcing the materials from
local suppliers, ensuring that the technology
we use is perfect takes a huge amount of time,
reflection & energy.
Our Team plays a key role in not
only testing but brain storming
ideas to make our products stand
out from the crowd. Our boards
are considered exclusive and I’m
confident in assuring you that you
will not find any other kite product
on the market that is as happy on
the water as it could be in an Art
Gallery.

KEYPartners
MC: Richard who together with his company
has been an invaluable inspiration & resource
to helping us move forward.
Miquel: Mr ‘Green Fingers’ Paulownia.
We have modified a 300 year old Polynesian
surf concept and made it kite specific; equally
pleasing to the eye and highly refined in its user
friendlyness.
A BIG thankyou goes out to all of our
partners who have been super supportive:

Fred: Shape2Sea Shapes and a lot more.
Kevin: PLONKA - Shapes & Surfboards
Nicolas: ZEEKO - kites and a valued friend
who’s always there with great advice.
Sylvain: STORM - kites, always eager to
bounce ideas and the guitar jams are more
than a pleasure to participate in.
Mat & Flo: SFComposites - tech support.
Last but by no means least - a really big thanks
goes out to all the riders who took the leap of
faith and joined the Kilaia Fraternity. I think it
would be fair to say from
the feedback we receive,
our boards are puting huge
smiles on the faces of
everyone who chooses to
ride them - ‘thanks to one
and all...’

‘Live your dream and ride for today
‘cause once it’s over you’re a long
time gone...’
ORDER YOUR KILAIA NOW : +33 6 10 99 85 28

Frequently Asked Questions

Are KILAIA & Foil riders arch rivals?
Both KILAIA’s and Foil’s have their
advantages it all depends where you ride
and what you aspire to achieve while riding.
A foil is technically challenging and a KILAIA
is super simple. You only need 10cm of water to
ride whereas with a foil you need at least a meter.
The W-S Team foil too but we’re blown away when
we’re riding our KILAIA’s - so there’s zero animosity.

Why does a KILAIA work so well?
The principal reason why a KILAIA functions is
simply due to its rail length and surface area. If you
make the rails short you will lose on pointing ability
plus the length allows the board to flex which results
in rider comfort.

Are KILAIA’s good for beginner kite-surfers?
The simplicity of a KILAIA will allow you to learn
how to ride strapless, how to move your stance on
the board, how to hack upwind (almost as well as a
foil) and generally improve all of the skills necessary
to achieve a high competence in kitesurfing.
Everything on a KILAIA is kind of in slow-motion so
learning is awesomely easy.
Can I make my own KILAIA?
Well I would have to say yes it’s possible but it all
depends on your ability and passion. For certain
individuals there is nothing that beats riding a homemade board. However, achieving quality inlays,
logo’s & finishes on wood is a specialised technical
process that is not quite as easy to replicate as you
may imagine.

Which length KILAIA is right for me?
The golden rule for board length is quite simple:
80kgs plus - 235cm plus
80kgs less - 220cm plus
What type/length of fin should I use?
After 3 years of R&D we opt for TT styled fins of
various lengths - the shorter the fin the easier it is to
make the board slide out.

Is Tacking & Gibing difficult on a KILAIA?
Everything happens slower so the direct answer to
that is no - it is much easier and forgiving than a
shorter directional board.

Ordering: Your order confirmation becomes official once we have received
pre-payment for your board. You can pay by direct bank transfer, EU cheque or
PayPal - any PP charges will be detailed on your invoice.
Production Time-scale: You will be kept up to date of the progress of your
KILAIA via email. If there are any delays due to material shortages we will keep
you fully up to date. The normal delivery timescale is 6 weeks but this can change
according to demand & workloads.
Delivery Charges: All transport charges are covered by the customer. We only
use reputable fully insured freight services providers.
Photo Reporting: If you would like to have a photographic record of the
production of your custom board/s we offer the service of producing a slide
show - this will detail the realisation of your board from start to finish. Please
ensure that you request this service at the beginning of the project.
Guarantee:
Our products are made to the very highest quality. Your board is guaranteed
against defective workmanship, de-lamination etc. Material failure for a period
of 12 months. If you have the misfortune to damage your board via a collision or
jumping this is not covered in the warranty. However, we will be more than happy
to carry out any repair work that you require in the shortest possible time-scale
to get you back on the water ASAP.

Why do I need nose rocker on the board?
If you ride in glassy flat conditions the necessity to
have nose rocker can be questioned however, the
nose rocker allows you to avoid burying the nose in
chop to avoid unecessary wipe outs.

Material origins:
All of the materials we use originate in France or
from within the EU. If specialised exotic woods
are chosen their origin will be from managed
foreign plantations due to these materials
only existing in certain parts of the world. We
endeavour to catalogue and guarantee the
origins of all exotic materials to ensure their
traceability.

I’ve never ridden a strapless board?
A KILAIA is simple to use. You place your front foot
in the centre of the board, dive your kite and step
onto the board, placing the back foot just behind
your front foot. It’s as easy as that.
ORDER YOUR KILAIA NOW : info@wooden-stuff.com
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